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diagnosing the b1013 code is 1 0 hour of labor the auto repair labor rates vary by location your vehicle s make and model and even your engine type most auto repairs shops charge between 75 and 150 per hour, b1013 mercedes benz auto trouble code b1013 mercedes benz obd2 reports a sensor fault replacement of the sensor is unlikely to resolve the underlying problem the fault is most likely to be caused by the systems that the sensor is monitoring but might even be caused by the wiring to the sensor itself, a distinction is made in the fault codes between system fault codes and cause fault codes possible system fault codes are 16d300 16d400 16d500 15ea00 15eb00 15ec00 16ce00 16cf00 p13df0 p13e300 p13e400 p13e500 p13df09 these system fault codes are always shown together with at least one cause fault code in the engine scr control unit, mercedes trucks bs fault codes list mercedes benz trucks service repair manuals 0110 can message from the anti lock abs control unit is missing or incorrect, p0299 mercedes benz auto trouble code p0299 mercedes benz auto trouble code on vehicles with electronically controlled automatic transmissions the 3 4 shift solenoid is responsible for actuating the hydraulic circuits to activate clutches or bands that change gears inside the automatic transmission, common mercedes benz diagnostic fault codes include p0466 b1000 and c1000 these codes normally indicate faults in the vehicle s circuit body and chassis p0466 signals a problem with the purge flow sensor circuit b1000 shows low voltage supply in the head lamp s control unit while c1000 indicates a faulty traction system control module, b1013 is concerning seat weight sensor which also tells me to replace the sas module if i perform a seat weight calibration and gives positive results unfortunately i don t have a wds to perform calibration, 3 dont assume a particular obd ii code means the same for other auto manufacturers as there are many makes specific codes in use 4 if your obd ii trouble codes are for a different car select that vehicle series before searching for the diagnostic codes because not all obd2 codes used by one manufacture are used by the other makes 5, p0366 mercedes benz auto trouble code p0366 mercedes benz obd2 reports a sensor fault replacement of the sensor is unlikely to resolve the underlying problem the fault is most likely to be caused by the systems that the sensor is monitoring but might even be caused by the wiring to the sensor itself, i have a 2013 mercedes benz c250 with codes c3266 consequential fault answered by a verified mercedes mechanic we use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website by continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our cookie policy unless you have disabled them, mercedes benz vehicles such as g1 ml r sprinter equipped with diesel engines including bluetec may trigger the check engine light which fault codes such as p0544 p0546 p2201 or p2031 pointing to a bad exhaust gas temperature sensor circuit, obd ii fault code b1013 description of fault code b1013 micu lost communication with driver s mpcs unit aslocksw message possible failuer b1013 micu diagnostic procedure using autohex ii scan tool the low level of the ignition signal is detected at initializing engine control module ecm, b1037 mercedes benz trouble repair with b1037 mercedes benz code so start with the basics like a fuel pressure and fuel volume test or you can start on the electrical side by doing a voltage drop on both the power and ground connections for the fuel pump, mercedes benz vito b1013 obd ii diagnostic body b trouble code information page reason for mercedes benz vito b1013 and find the solution for the code mercedes benz vito b1013 we 11
give to how to fix mercedes benz vito b1013 trouble code problem, p2034 mercedes benz auto trouble code p2034 mercedes benz obd2 reports a sensor fault replacement of the sensor is unlikely to resolve the underlying problem the fault is most likely to be caused by the systems that the sensor is monitoring but might even be caused by the wiring to the sensor itself, note 1 the list of automotive makes at the right edge of the screen the currently selected obd ii codes is for the mercedes benz makes 2 look up the other obd ii trouble codes please use the search box enter the 5 character trouble codes in the search box and submit the search, mercedes benz viano b1013 engine trouble code when the check engine light comes mercedes benz viano b1013 code on the first you should check is the gas cap pull over retighten it and take a look at the cap to see if it has any cracks in it, mercedes benz car manuals pdf amp wiring diagrams above the page citan e320 e430 e55amg s430 s500 a b c e metris 180 190 220 w124 g m320 m430 amg mercedes benz ewds mb fault codes dtc the german automobile concern daimler in its present form was formed back in 1926 as a result of the merger of the two largest automobile companies in germany daimler motor and benz, the snapon tool is not reading in enough detail generic fault code reading only as if the fault was air bag related it would normally illuminate the dash amber airbag lamp as well as srs as this is not the case and just the srs lamp and small console tell tale airbag indicator is lit it looks with pretty high possibility to be seat, 1 401 readout fault codes on mercedes benz m class w166 ml 350 bluetec 4 matic 166 024 obd code b10df hex code 90df decimal code 37087 34 times read ecu central electronic rear 34 times read, however mercedes benz manufacturer may have a different definition for the b1543 obd ii diagnostic body b trouble code mercedes benz fault codes discussion in freightliner forum started by dcwjw mar 28 2014 brief explanation of the p2538 mercedes benz w196 code and definition of p2538 mercedes benz w196 is the bottom side, in this guide we take a look at how to diagnose mercedes benz cars yourself this procedure will allow you to access all control modules installed on a mercedes benz read fault codes and clear them as well as view live sensor data what you will need you will need a scanner that can read mercedes benz specific fault codes here are some popular scanners that will diagnose all mercedes modules, the list of fault codes for brake system bs of mercedes benz truck such as actros atego axor 0160 communication between vehicle can data is faulty 0162 speed signal on the can bus from the tachograph has a fault 0163 can short or open cable 0166 the signal on the can bus from the nr control unit of motion control is missing or has, b1012 mercedes benz auto trouble code b1012 mercedes benz obd2 specifically refers to the camshaft cam timing in this case if the cam timing is over retarded the engine light will be illluminated and the code will be set evaporative emissions systems test for a leak in the fuel tank and associated hoses, location of obd ii port used to retrieve mercedes benz fault codes 15 comments chris horn february 8 2018 at 10 39 am i drove a 2013 mercedes 250 cdi and it gave me a p2279 code on the scanner it said it is an intake air system leak i cannot find any info on that code and where is this sensor location thanks, this fault code is a gerenric fault code some cars may change the meaning of this fault code to get the accurate fault code description you may use autohex ii more fault codes obd ii fault code b1013 obd ii fault code b1014 obd ii fault code b1015 obd ii fault code b1016 obd
ii fault code b1017 obd ii fault code b1018 obd ii fault code, b1013 code description regarding the b1013 code it would probably be worthwhile to carefully inspect the wire harness near the intake manifold bracket this is done most easily from below the car in the area near the oil filter when you see b1013 engine fault code on your engine code reader this description will help you, mercedes fault codes list types of diagnostic connectors used on mercedes connector type 1 9 pin round connector stamps and years approximately some models 1985 1993 in particular mb 190 w201 s class w126 g class w461 w463 typical location under the hood left in the direction of travel, b1013 auto trouble code b1013 obd2 specifically refers to the camshaft cam timing in this case if the cam timing is over retarded the engine light will be illuminated and the code will be set b1013 obdii repair if your b1013 check engine light is illuminated it s best to take it in for diagnostic testing which can feel like a hassle, b1013 obd code definition b1013 rom checksum error b1013 obd code description obd code b1013 rom checksum error, mercedes benz fault codes list and engines diagnostic trouble codes dtcs carmanualshub com automotive pdf manuals wiring diagrams fault codes reviews car manuals and news, what is the cost to diagnose the b1013 code labor 1 0 the cost to diagnose the b1013 code is 1 0 hour of labor the auto repair labor rates vary widely across the country and even within the same city most auto repairs shops charge between 75 and 150 per hour, b1042 mercedes benz auto trouble code parts or components should not be replaced with reference to only a b1042 mercedes benz dtc the vehicle service manual should be consulted for more information on possible causes of the fault along with required testing, b1045 mercedes benz auto trouble code parts or components should not be replaced with reference to only a b1045 mercedes benz dtc the vehicle service manual should be consulted for more information on possible causes of the fault along with required testing evaporative emissions systems test for a leak in the fuel tank and associated hoses, recent comments abdul rehman on p2797 suzuki auxiliary transmission fluid pump performance eddie ferrell on p068a mercedes benz engine control module ecu powertrain control module pcm power relay de energized performance too early billy bob thorton on p0440 toyota evap canister purge regulator valve gustavo on c1953 mazda master cylinder pressure sensor circuit open, 9 out of 10 times this happens and no fault codes in the dash or das c4 the only fault i see in das is front driver and passenger seat belt emergency retractor under voltage replace but are working fine 1 out of 10 times i get fault actuation of torque converter lockup is not possible and 2802 no signal from etc please see photos, wiring diagrams spare parts catalogue fault codes free download workshop and repair manuals service amp owner s manual mercedes benz service manuals wiring diagrams, hi all is there a good inexpensive hardware or connector that i can buy that would let me connect my c280 to my laptop to read the fault codes are there places that will do this for free my independent mech says his laptop connector and software cost him 8k, b1013 mazda diagnostic trouble code dtc definition causes and diagnosis, b1013 mercedes benz 600 engine fault code check solution for b1013 mercedes benz 600 obd code b1013 mercedes benz 600 engine code seems a kind of body problem we try to show one by one the meaning and the solution brief explanation of the b1013 mercedes benz 600 code and definition of b1013 mercedes benz 600 is the bottom side, mercedes fault code list pdf, b1191 mercedes benz trouble
repair the rule of b1191 mercedes benz code when it comes to emissions related vehicle repair is that any modification that changes the vehicle from a certified configuration to a non certified configuration is considered tampering this applies to both vehicle owners and repair facilities and is therefore a federal offense.

September 11th, 2020 - I got Mercedes 2011 220d engine chain at the back of the engine running fine but 1 fault code present P263509 The fuel flow rate of fuel pump A is to low The is component fault 1 So got stack don t know what pressure lift pump have to produce.

Category Mercedes Benz model codes Wikipedia
September 13th, 2020 - Pages in category Mercedes Benz model codes The following 61 pages are in this category out of 61 total This list may not reflect recent changes A Mercedes Benz E Class A207 C Mercedes Benz C107 Mercedes Benz E Class C207 Mercedes Benz CLK Class C208

Mercedes Codes P0170 P0173 - MB Medic
September 13th, 2020 - Mercedes Benz owners may notice the check engine light plus P0170 and P0173 codes In theory these two codes mean that the fuel mixture is too rich or too lean Most of the time these Mercedes Benz fault codes are caused by a defective Mercedes Mass Air Flow Sensor MAF sensor You can try cleaning the sensor but that doesn’t always work.

B1010 Mercedes Benz 240 Engine Fault Code Meaning B1010
August 30th, 2020 - B1010 Mercedes Benz 240 Engine Fault Code Check Solution For B1010 Mercedes Benz 240 OBD Code B1010 Mercedes Benz 240 engine code seems a kind of body problem we try to show one by one the meaning and the solution Brief explanation of the B1010 Mercedes Benz 240 code and definition of B1010 Mercedes Benz 240 is the bottom side.

B1013 Diagnosis Sensor Unit OBDII Codes Engine Light
September 6th, 2020 - Cost of diagnosing the B1013 code Labor 1 0 The cost of diagnosing the B1013 code is 1 0 hour of labor The auto repair labor rates vary by location your vehicle’s make and model and even your engine type Most auto repairs shops charge between 75 and 150 per hour.

B1013 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models
August 14th, 2020 - B1013 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code B1013 Mercedes Benz OBD2 reports a sensor fault replacement of the sensor is unlikely to resolve the underlying problem The fault is most likely to be caused by the systems that the sensor is monitoring but might even be caused by the wiring to the sensor itself.

W166 ML350 bluetec fault codes MHH AUTO Page 1
September 12th, 2020 - A distinction is made in the fault codes between system fault codes and cause fault codes Possible system fault codes are 16D300 16D400 16D500 15EA00 15EB00 15EC00 16CE00 16CF00 P13DF00 P13E300 P13E400 P13E500 P13DF09 These system fault codes are always shown together with at least one cause fault code in the engine SCR control unit.
Mercedes Trucks FR Fault Codes list Truckmanualshub com
September 13th, 2020 - Mercedes Trucks BS Fault Codes list Mercedes Benz Trucks Service Repair Manuals 0110 - CAN message from the anti lock ABS control unit is missing or incorrect

P0299 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models
September 12th, 2020 - P0299 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code P0299 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code on vehicles with electronically controlled automatic transmissions the 3 4 shift solenoid is responsible for actuating the hydraulic circuits to activate clutches or bands that change gears inside the automatic transmission

What Are Some Common Mercedes Benz Diagnostic Trouble Codes
September 13th, 2020 - Common Mercedes Benz diagnostic fault codes include P0466 B1000 and C1000 These codes normally indicate faults in the vehicle s circuit body and chassis P0466 signals a problem with the purge flow sensor circuit B1000 shows low voltage supply in the head lamp s control unit while C1000 indicates a faulty traction system control module

Airbag code B1884 amp B1013 troubleshooting advice 2004 to
September 10th, 2020 - B1013 is concerning seat weight sensor Which also tells me to replace the SAS Module if I perform a seat weight calibration and gives positive results unfortunately I don t have a WDS to perform calibration

Fiat B1013 ROM Checksum Error - Car OBD Codes
June 18th, 2020 - 3 Don’t assume a particular OBD II code means the same for other auto manufacturers as there are many makes specific codes in use 4 If your OBD II trouble codes are for a different car select that vehicle series before searching for the diagnostic codes because not all OBD2 codes used by one manufacture are used by the other makes 5

P0366 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models
June 26th, 2020 - P0366 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code P0366 Mercedes Benz OBD2 reports a sensor fault replacement of the sensor is unlikely to resolve the underlying problem The fault is most likely to be caused by the systems that the sensor is monitoring but might even be caused by the wiring to the sensor itself

I have a 2013 Mercedes Benz C250 with codes c3266
May 4th, 2019 - I have a 2013 Mercedes Benz C250 with codes c3266 consequential fault Answered by a verified Mercedes Mechanic We use cookies to give you the best possible experience on our website By continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device as described in our cookie policy unless you have disabled them

Mercedes P0544 Code Exhaust Temperature Sensor Problem
September 8th, 2020 - Mercedes Benz vehicles such as GL ML R Sprinter equipped with diesel engines including Bluetec may trigger the check engine
light with fault codes such as P0544 P0546 P2201 or P2031 pointing to a bad Exhaust Gas Temperature Sensor Circuit

**OBD II Fault Codes b1013 micro tronik com**
July 7th, 2020 - OBD II Fault Code B1013 Description of Fault code B1013 MICU lost communication with Driver's MPCU Unit ASLOCKSW message Possible failure B1013 MICU Diagnostic Procedure using AutoHex II Scan Tool The low level of the ignition signal is detected at initializing Engine Control Module ECM

**B1037 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models**
June 29th, 2020 - B1037 Mercedes Benz Trouble Repair With B1037 Mercedes Benz code so start with the basics like a fuel pressure and fuel volume test Or you can start on the electrical side by doing a voltage drop on both the power and ground connections for the fuel pump

**Mercedes Benz Vito B1013 Engine Trouble Code Mercedes**
June 8th, 2020 - Mercedes Benz Vito B1013 OBD II Diagnostic Body B Trouble Code Information Page Reason for Mercedes Benz Vito B1013 and find the solution for the code Mercedes Benz Vito B1013 we'll give to how to fix Mercedes Benz Vito B1013 trouble code problem

**P2034 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models**
June 26th, 2020 - P2034 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code P2034 Mercedes Benz OBD2 reports a sensor fault replacement of the sensor is unlikely to resolve the underlying problem The fault is most likely to be caused by the systems that the sensor is monitoring but might even be caused by the wiring to the sensor itself

**Mercedes Benz B1013 ROM Checksum Error - Car OBD Codes**
June 25th, 2020 - Note 1 The list of automotive Makes at the right edge of the screen The currently selected ODB ii codes is for the Mercedes Benz makes 2 Look up the other OBD II Trouble Codes please use the search box Enter the 5 character trouble codes in the search box and submit the search

**Mercedes Benz Viano B1013 Engine Trouble Code Mercedes**
July 12th, 2020 - Mercedes Benz Viano B1013 Engine Trouble Code When the check engine light comes Mercedes Benz Viano B1013 code on the first you should check is the gas cap Pull over retighten it and take a look at the cap to see if it has any cracks in it

**MERCEDES BENZ Car PDF Manual Wiring Diagram amp Fault**
September 12th, 2020 - MERCEDES BENZ Car Manuals PDF amp Wiring Diagrams above the page Citan e320 e430 e55amg S430 S500 A B C E Metris 180 190 220 W124 G M320 M430 AMG Mercedes Benz EWDs MB Fault Codes DTC The German automobile concern Daimler in its present form was formed back in 1926 as a result of the merger of the two largest automobile companies in Germany Daimler Motor and Benz

**Mercedes SRS Fault**
September 13th, 2020 - The SnapOn tool is not reading in enough detail
generic fault code reading only as if the fault was ‘Air Bag’ related it would normally illuminate the dash amber Airbag lamp as well as SRS As this is not the case and just the SRS lamp and small console tell tale airbag indicator is lit it looks with pretty high possibility to be seat

**9013 MERCEDES BENZ M CLASS W166 ML 350 BlueTEC 4 matic**

June 11th, 2020 - 1 401 readout fault codes on MERCEDES BENZ M CLASS W166 ML 350 BlueTEC 4 matic 166 024 OBD Code B10DF Hex Code 90DF Decimal Code 37087 34 times read ECU Central Electronic Rear 34 times read

**Mercedes Fault Code 9040 ujuz snionline it**

September 16th, 2020 - However Mercedes benz manufacturer may have a different definition for the B1543 OBD II Diagnostic Body B Trouble Code Mercedes Benz fault codes Discussion in Freightliner Forum started by dcwjr Mar 28 2014 Brief explanation of the P2538 Mercedes Benz W196 code and definition of P2538 Mercedes Benz W196 is the bottom side

**How to Read Mercedes Benz Diagnostic Trouble Fault Codes**

September 13th, 2020 - In this guide we take a look at how to diagnose Mercedes Benz cars yourself This procedure will allow you to access all control modules installed on a Mercedes Benz read fault codes and clear them As well as view live sensor data What you will need You will need a scanner that can read Mercedes Benz specific fault codes Here are some popular scanners that will diagnose all Mercedes modules

**Mercedes Trucks BS Fault Codes list Truckmanualshub com**

September 10th, 2020 - The list of Fault Codes for brake system BS of Mercedes Benz truck such as Actros Atego Axor 0160 Communication between vehicle CAN data is faulty 0162 Speed signal on the CAN bus from the tachograph has a fault 0163 CAN short or open cable 0166 The signal on the CAN bus from the NR control unit of motion control is missing or has

**B1012 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models**

June 14th, 2020 - B1012 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code B1012 Mercedes Benz OBD2 specifically refers to the camshaft cam timing In this case if the cam timing is over retarded the engine light will be illuminated and the code will be set Evaporative emissions systems test for a leak in the fuel tank and associated hoses

**Mercedes Benz Fault Codes – MB Medic**

September 11th, 2020 - Location of OBD II port used to retrieve Mercedes Benz fault codes 15 comments Chris Horn February 8 2018 at 10 39 am i drove a 2013 Mercedes 250 cdi and it gave me a P2279 code on the scanner it said it is a intake air system leak i cannot find any info on that code and where is this sensor location thanks

**OBD II Fault Codes b1012 Microtronik**

September 2nd, 2020 - This fault code is a GERENRIC fault code some cars may change the meaning of this fault code To get the accurate fault code description you may use AutoHex II More Fault codes OBD II Fault Code B1013

**B1013 Engine Code Meaning B1013 Engine Trouble Code**
September 13th, 2020 - B1013 Code Description Regarding the B1013 code it would probably be worthwhile to carefully inspect the wire harness near the intake manifold bracket. This is done most easily from below the car in the area near the oil filter. When you see B1013 engine fault code on your engine code reader this description will help you.

**Mercedes Fault Codes List Wiring Diagrams**
September 10th, 2020 - Mercedes Fault Codes List Types of diagnostic connectors used on Mercedes Connector Type 1 9 pin round connector Stamps and years approximately some models 1985 1993 In particular MB 190 W201 S class W126 G class W461 W463 Typical location under the hood Left in the direction of travel.

**B1013 Auto Trouble Code Auto Trouble Codes**
June 3rd, 2020 - B1013 Auto Trouble Code B1013 OBD2 specifically refers to the camshaft cam timing. In this case if the cam timing is over retarded the engine light will be illuminated and the code will be set. B1013 OBDII Repair If your B1013 check engine light is illuminated it's best to take it in for diagnostic testing which can feel like a hassle.

**B1013 CAR OBD CODES**
July 5th, 2020 - B1013 OBD Code Definition B1013 ROM Checksum Error B1013 OBD Code Description OBD Code B1013 ROM Checksum Error

**Mercedes Benz Diagnostic Trouble Codes Carmanualshub.com**
September 12th, 2020 - Mercedes Benz fault codes list and engines diagnostic trouble codes DTCs Carmanualshub.com Automotive PDF manuals wiring diagrams fault codes reviews car manuals and news

**B1013 Code Meaning Causes Symptoms amp Tech Notes**
September 9th, 2020 - What is the cost to diagnose the B1013 code Labor 1 0 The cost to diagnose the B1013 code is 1 0 hour of labor. The auto repair labor rates vary widely across the country and even within the same city. Most auto repairs shops charge between 75 and 150 per hour.

**B1042 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models**
September 12th, 2020 - B1042 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code Parts or components should not be replaced with reference to only a B1042 Mercedes Benz DTC. The vehicle service manual should be consulted for more information on possible causes of the fault along with required testing.

**B1045 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models**
August 15th, 2020 - B1045 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code Parts or components should not be replaced with reference to only a B1045 Mercedes Benz DTC. The vehicle service manual should be consulted for more information on possible causes of the fault along with required testing. Evaporative emissions systems
test for a leak in the fuel tank and associated hoses

B1013 – CarOBDCode Com
August 14th, 2020 - Recent Comments Abdul rehman on P2797 Suzuki Auxiliary Transmission Fluid Pump Performance Eddie Ferrell on P068A Mercedes Benz Engine Control Module ECM Powertrain Control Module PCM Power Relay De - Energized Performance Too Early Billy Bob Thornton on P0440 Toyota EVAP Canister Purge Regulator Valve Gustavo on C1953 Mazda Master Cylinder Pressure Sensor Circuit Open

w211 intermittent loss of power no fault code Mercedes
August 24th, 2020 - 9 out of 10 times this happens and no fault codes in the dash or DAS C4 the only fault I see in DAS is front driver and passenger seat belt emergency retractor under voltage replace but are working fine 1 out of 10 times I get fault actuation of torque converter lockup is not possible And 2802 no signal from ETC please see photos

Mercedes Benz Service Manuals Wiring Diagrams
September 12th, 2020 - Wiring Diagrams Spare Parts Catalogue Fault codes free download Workshop and Repair manuals Service amp Owner s manual Mercedes Benz Service Manuals Wiring Diagrams

How do you read fault codes at home Mercedes Benz Forum
September 7th, 2020 - Hi all Is there a good inexpensive hardware software or connector that I can buy that would let me connect my C280 to my laptop to read the fault codes Are there places that will do this for free My independent mech says his laptop connector and software cost him 8K

B1013 Mazda Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC Definition
August 18th, 2020 - B1013 Mazda Diagnostic Trouble Code DTC Definition Causes and Diagnosis

B1013 Mercedes Benz 600 Engine Fault Code Meaning B1013
May 31st, 2020 - B1013 Mercedes Benz 600 Engine Fault Code Check Solution For B1013 Mercedes Benz 600 OBD Code B1013 Mercedes Benz 600 engine code seems a kind of body problem we try to show one by one the meaning and the solution Brief explanation of the B1013 Mercedes Benz 600 code and definition of B1013 Mercedes Benz 600 is the bottom side

Mercedes fault code list pdf dietlee com
September 17th, 2020 - Mercedes fault code list pdf

B1191 Mercedes Benz Auto Trouble Code With All Car Models
August 15th, 2020 - B1191 Mercedes Benz Trouble Repair The rule of B1191 Mercedes Benz code when it comes to emissions related vehicle repair is that any modification that changes the vehicle from a certified configuration to a non certified configuration is considered tampering this applies to both vehicle owners and repair facilities and is therefore a Federal offense